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Brand mark

Our brand mark come in 2 versions: the full version 

and the acronym version. Where possible, the 

full version should be used. A typical use for the 

acronym version would be in the avatars on social 

media platforms where a small size would mean the 

full version would not be legible.
Logo full version

Logo acronym version
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Brand mark reversed

Our brand mark also is available in a reversed 

version which can be used on a black background, 

a red background or over a dark image.

Logo full version

Logo acronym version
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Brand mark usage

Here are some general usage guideline to how our 

logo should and should not be used.

The logo on white

Don't distort the logo

The logo in black and white 

Don't rotate the logo

The logo on brand red

Don't place the logo on  
non-brand colors

The logo over image

Don't change the color of the 
logo

Give the logo plenty of space

Give the logo plenty of space
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Fonts can be purchased from the following places: 
Futura Medium (print) — This is installed already on most PCs / Mac (see https://www.microsoft.com/typography/fonts/product.aspx?PID=128)
Futura Medium (web) — available via Typekit
Futura Book (web) — available via Typekit
Franziska Pro Regular (print and web) — https://www.myfonts.com/fonts/fontfont/franziska/pro/
Franziska Pro Italic (print and web) —https://www.myfonts.com/fonts/fontfont/franziska/pro-italic/
Franziska Pro Bold (print and web) —https://www.myfonts.com/fonts/fontfont/franziska/pro-bold/

Typography

Our main font for all headline, intro texts and captions.

Futura
Supporting font for long form continuous text such as article pages and publications.

Franziska Pro
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Secondary headline

Tertiary headline

Arcu interdum euismod volutpat lacus duis ad platea parturient sed aliquet 
suspendisse rutrum parturient placerat. Vestibulum taciti blandit a quisque 
porttitor condimentum nec suspendisse adipiscing amet suscipit ultricies lacus est 
hendrerit eget scelerisque cum pretium ad montes nulla. Arcu interdum euismod 
volutpat lacus duis ad platea parturient sed aliquet suspendisse rutrum parturient 
placerat. Vestibulum taciti blandit a quisque porttitor.

This is a caption

This is a footnote

Main headline Main headline: Futura Medium

Secondary headline: Futura Medium

Tertiary headline: Futura Medium

Body copy: Franziska Pro Book

Caption: Futura Medium

Footnote: Futura Medium

Typography usage: Print
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Pull-out quote: Futura Medium

Typography usage: Print

This is a pull out quote style that 

could live alongside a column 

of text in an article. It usually 

runs accross several lines just 

like in this very example.
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Primary colours

Secondary colours

CMYK: 0-0-0-100
RGB: 0-0-0
HEX: #000000

CMYK: 0-100-50-0
Pantone: 185
RGB: 230/2/59
HEX: #E6023B

CMYK: 5-5-5-0
RGB: 242-240-234 
HEX: #F2F0EA

CMYK: 25-20-20-0
RGB: 194-192-187
HEX: #C2C0BB

CMYK: 45-40-40-0
RGB: 147-144-140
HEX: #92908C

CMYK: 10-10-10-0
RGB: 223-220-216
HEX: #DFDCD7

Colors
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Image style

Our images are clean, crisp and modern. They are 

bright and open with lots of white space. The color 

tones are full-color, but slightly desaturated.

Reference images copyright Spencer Lowell.  
This is for style reference and must NOT be used commercially.
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Charts and graphs

22%

55%

23%

Figure 1: World Import Value of Textiles and Clothing

Data sources: UN Comtrade Database and World Bank’s 

World Development Indicators Database.
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Lines and arrows

A 3pt dotted black line A 3pt dotted black line with arrow

A 3pt dotted red line A 3pt dotted red line with arrow

A 3pt solid black line A 3pt solid black line with arrow

A 3pt solid red line A 3pt solid red line with arrow

A 0.25pt solid black outline

A 1pt solid black outline

A 3pt solid black outline
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Sample applications: print
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Sample applications: print
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Sample applications: digital
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Sample applications: digital
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